
Funding the future
Help the next generation face the challenges of the  
maritime industry of tomorrow



In the fast moving and complex world in which we live it is becoming 
increasingly necessary that we, as professionals, should be able to 
consider new ideas. It is important for The Nautical Institute to take 
a lead in encouraging high standards of knowledge and competence 
among those who control sea going ships in the belief that exemplary 
professional conduct stands above regulations and will greatly add to 
the safety and efficiency of shipping.

Captain Sir George Barnard KB MNI
Founding President of The Nautical Institute 1971-75, 
speaking at the Institute’s first AGM in 1973
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The Nautical Institute is a unique membership organisation that concentrates 
on improving practical seafaring in a rapidly changing maritime environment. 
Thanks to the support of people like you we provide professional and practical 
input to the work of the IMO; ensure members’ concerns are effectively addressed 
within the industry; promote a sustainable maritime profession and encourage 
human-centred design in technology at sea and in training. We work to promote 
continuing professional development (CPD) and mentoring

The Institute’s mission is to support those involved in the control of seagoing 
ships. If we are to have a sustainable profession for the future it will be no 
coincidence; it will take effort, thoughtfulness and cooperation. The Institute 
is committed to playing its part in this sustainable future by being the leading 
professional body in this field.

We bring together maritime professionals from all over the world. Yet all of us 
have joined the NI with the common aim of sharing and learning.

This is our Institute and we will grow stronger and wiser together. The world 
is changing – more sensitivities, more regulations, more accountability, more 
technology, more trade, more ships, less water space and greater competition 
from other industries offering opportunities to bright young people. By 
continuing your commitment to a sustained maritime industry, you can help our 
seafarers of the future. 

John Lloyd RD MBA FNI
CEO, The Nautical Institute
London 
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OPPORTUNITY 1

Opportunity 1

Furthering a culture of diversity and opportunity
The Nautical Institute has always been proud of its rich international mix and 
boasts members from 120 countries with branches in 70 locations – and we want 
to do more, much more. We want to reach out to all ages, genders and cultures 
to benefit from the rich diversity that our industry is famous for – and continue to 
inspire professionalism on a global basis. 

There is clear evidence that a wide range of cultures brings added value to both 
the onboard environment and international business. The Institute will identify 
and promote best practices so this diverse workforce can benefit from professional 
interaction in the future. 

Supporting the NI in this area will help us:
 • Create more branches so the Institute has a wider voice, to develop regional 

initiatives to encourage maritime awareness in the wider community and especially 
in the education system. We will promote careers and opportunities in maritime.

The future of  
The Nautical Institute –  
how you can help
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Opportunity 2

Enhancing and developing skills for the future
The world is changing rapidly and shipping is moving with it. The rate of change 
due to issues around regulations, ship design, cargoes, technology and crewing 
gains pace each year. Younger crew members will need to be equipped to work in 
this world. Our members are concerned about the speed of technological change. 
They want to prepare for the future.

We will identify how to hold onto the best of traditional seamanship skills 
while dealing with new technology and the challenges of the global seafaring 
community. The Institute currently has projects and work plans to address 
these issues but needs more resources to increase effectiveness. This will 
entail investment for research and collaboration with our members and other 
organisations to influence and test new ideas and systems. 

Supporting the NI in this area will help us:
 • Develop specific skills assessments for mariners controlling the next generation 

of seagoing vessels
 • Identify the core skills our mariners will need over and above STCW
 • Help us engage internationally with programmes and advice so every nation 

can improve the safety and effectiveness of its mariners.
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OPPORTUNITY 3
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Opportunity 3

Infrastructure
The Nautical Institute is a modern organisation and we need to make the 
best use of our resources to be even more effective. Our headquarters is in 
rented accommodation in London, near to the IMO. We use the most modern 
technology to interact with our members, branches and wider industry partners 
and invest (as budgets allow) to ensure our staff are as productive as possible. 
With our own premises we could be more effective financially and ensure that 
management concentrates on added value initiatives for the benefit of members 
and the maritime sector generally.

Supporting the NI in this area will help us:
 • Invest in new technology to ensure we can give the most efficient service to 

our members. 
 • Remain in close proximity to the IMO so that we can continue to ensure 

members’ voices are heard
 • Have security of tenure and create firm foundations for the next 50 years of the 

Institute and beyond.
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Nearly 50 years ago a group of Shipmasters met to address the issues of the day – 
mostly centred on huge technological change. Challenges included larger vessels, 
accidents, open registries and change to the structure of the shipping industry as 
traditional companies disappeared.

The group got together to set up an organisation to keep them up to date 
with developments and provide continuing professional development (CPD) 
for technical issues. They called it The Nautical Institute as there was no other 
organisation addressing these issues. 

The aims were to enhance technical competencies and always be there  
to enhance the professional status of seafarers beyond the minimum set out  
in regulations.

They Believed in our profession 
And Believed in best practice
And You were a part of it

Once again seafarers face a time of great change and challenges – and current 
members of The Nautical Institute are preparing for the future, and can achieve so 
much with your help.
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THE VOYAGE

CONTINUES…

YOUR LEGACY
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You were there at the foundation of the Institute and grappled with the issues of 
your day. Now today’s generation needs you to help fund the future so they can be 
equipped with the tools to do the job.

Some of the great changes and challenges faced by the next cohort of 
seafarers are:
 • New sources of energy
 • Ship designs
 • Technology
 • Employment. 

The Nautical Institute will help them navigate through – with your help.

Future projects may include: 
 • Programme for onboard assessments in the use of technology
 • Simulator studies of human factors
 • Greater input to standards and designs based on user feedback
 • CPD services based on evolving systems.

Pledging a legacy will cost you nothing today, but will be of immense value 
to the Institute in the years to come. Whatever you want to achieve – from 
supporting our drive to innovative best practice, to providing support for evolving 
competencies – a gift in your will is a way of continuing to make a difference to 
future generations.

Funding the future
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CONTACT FORM

We recognise that a gift or legacy to the NI is a personal decision and 
should be carefully considered. Anyone considering such a generous gift is 
encouraged to contact our CEO Capt John Lloyd directly to discuss options 
for donation and recognition, regardless of the amount.  

Yes I would like to discuss my gift or legacy with Captain Lloyd. 

Name ...............................................................................................................................................................

Address ..........................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................................

Telephone ....................................................................................................................................................

Mobile .............................................................................................................................................................

Email ................................................................................................................................................................

Or call Captain Lloyd on 020 7928 1351 or email john.lloyd@nautinst.org

Let’s get in touch…

mailto:john.lloyd@nautinst.org


I wish to make a contribution through my will and wish it to be put  
towards (optional):

Contributing to the general work of The Nautical Institute

Opportunity 1: Furthering a culture of diversity and opportunity 

Opportunity 2: Enhancing and developing skills for the future

Opportunity 3: Infrastructure

If you do decide to leave a gift, it’s essential to include our full name to 
make sure that your gift reaches us. Please follow the instructions on the 
Codicil form in this pack.

My gift will be…

LEGACY FORM



Codicil Form
Please keep this with (but not stapled to) your will.
If you have any questions about writing a codicil or updating your will, 
you should seek advice from a qualified professional, such as a solicitor.

This is my first/second/third* codicil to my last will (*delete as appropriate)

which is dated of  ....................... me (name) ...............................................

Address ......................................................................................................................

.........................................................................................................................................

............................................................................ Postcode ......................................

01  I give to The Nautical Institute (Registered Charity  
No. 1002462) of 202 Lambeth Road, London, SE1 7LQ  
for its general charitable purposes.

.........................................................................................................................................
to be applied to the general purposes of the said charity

02  In all other respects I confirm that my said Will and any  
existing codicils thereto.

Signed .............................................................................. Date ...............................

á Insert the date 
of your will and 
your full name. 
Insert your full 
address and 
postcode.

á Insert here 
the share of your 
estate or the 
amount of money 
using both words 
and figures – for 
example, one 
thousand pounds 
(£1,000) – or the 
description of the 
item you wish 
to leave to The 
Nautical Institute.

á Sign and 
date here in the 
presence of two 
independent 
adult witnesses.

Turn over to complete the witness details â 

CODICIL FORM



Signed by the named overleaf testator in our joint presence 
and then by us in his/hers.

Witness 1

Name ...........................................................................................................................

Address ......................................................................................................................

.........................................................................................................................................

...............................................................................Postcode ....................................

Occupation ..............................................................................................................

Signed ................................................................ Date .............................................

Witness 2

Name ...........................................................................................................................

Address ......................................................................................................................

.........................................................................................................................................

...............................................................................Postcode ....................................

Occupation ..............................................................................................................

Signed ................................................................ Date .............................................

á Your 
witnesses 
must insert 
their names, 
addresses and 
occupations and 
sign and date 
here in your 
presence.  

NB: Your 
witnesses must 
be over 18 and 
must not be 
beneficiaries in 
your will or their 
spouse or civil 
partner. 

Send, or give, a copy of the will and codicil (in a sealed 
envelope, if you prefer) to your executor or other trusted 
friend, with a note indicating where the original is held.

Thank you for your support

CODICIL FORM



The Nautical Institute
202 Lambeth Road, London SE1 7LQ, UK

T: + 44 20 7928 1351
E: john.lloyd@nautinst.org
W: www.nautinst.org

The Nautical Institute is the international professional body for qualified 
seafarers and others with an interest in nautical matters. We provide a wide 
range of services to enhance the professional standing and knowledge of 
members who are drawn from all sectors of the maritime world.




